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Abstract— A hydrograph is a continuous plot of 

instantaneous discharge versus time. Hydrograph is a 

response of the catchment for given rain fall. Hydrograph 

shows time distribution of runoff. Hydrograph indicates flow 

of volume of water with respect to time. Hydrograph depends 

upon various factors like catchment factor and storm factor. 

Further catchment factor depends upon size of catchment, 

shape of catchment, slope of catchment and drainage density 

of catchment. Storm factor depends upon intensity of rain, 

duration of rain and direction of rain. This paper presents 

study of flood hydrograph determination. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Detailed analysis of hydrographs is important in flood 

damage mitigation, flood forecasting, or establishing design 

of hydraulic structures. If a rain of certain duration occurs 

over a catchment after meeting the catchment losses, excess 

rainfall joins the stream through overland flow and channel 

flow. The hydrograph resulting from such an isolated storm 

is known as storm hydrograph (SHG), total runoff 

hydrograph (TRH) or flood hydrograph (FHG). 

 
Fig. 1: Flood Hydrograph (Horizontal axis shows time and 

vertical axis shows discharge) 

Peak of hydrograph indicating highest discharge for 

a rain or storm, where empty space between horizontal axis 

and curve representing base flow (or already existing water 

in catchment before start of storm). Left side of peak 

discharge showing rising limb and crest segment. Where 

Right side of peak discharge showing falling limb of 

hydrograph.  

II. FACTORS AFFECTING DETERMINATION OF HYDROGRAPH 

If a hydrograph has high peak but length of hydrograph is less 

than it indicates high discharge for shorter time duration, vice 

versa is also applicable it means if height of discharge is less 

but length of hydrograph is more than it indicates less 

discharge for a longer duration. Following are the factors 

which affect hydrograph:- 

A. Catchment factor 

1) Size of catchment 

If size of catchment is small than overland flow is moiré than 

the channel flow, and if size of catchment is large than 

overland flow is less than the channel flow. 

2) Shape of catchment 

Fan shaped catchment has high peak of discharge but for a 

shorter duration, and fern shaped catchment has peak less but 

length of hydrograph is high. 

3) Slope of catchment 

Steep catchment has high peak of discharge but length is less. 

But flat catchment results into less peak but longer length. 

4) Drainage density of catchment 

Drainage density is ratio of total length of catchment to area 

of catchment. If drainage density is high than it indicates high 

peak discharge for shorter time duration, and vice versa is 

also applicable. 

B. Storm Factor 

1) Intensity of rain 

Intensity of rain is directly proportional to peak discharge of 

hydrograph. 

2) Duration of rain 

If duration of storm is more than it results into higher length 

of hydrograph. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

A hydrograph is a plot between discharges versus time. 

Detailed analysis of hydrographs is important in flood 

damage mitigation, flood forecasting, or establishing design 

of hydraulic structures.  High peak of discharge and lesser 

length indicates a rainfall of high discharge but for a shorter 

duration. A storm of less intensity but for a longer time 

duration results into higher length and less peak of 

hydrograph. There are several factors which affects shape of 

hydrograph like storm factor and catchment factor. A 

determination of flood hydrograph depends upon these factor 

and sub factors of catchment and storm.  
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